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OUR COMPANY
About
Inter Vivos, PLLC is a specialty law firm, offering comprehensive estate planning options for every
situation and price range. Plans can vary from simple wills and powers of attorney to complex family
trusts forr Medicaid, business succession, and irrevocable trust planning.
Inter Vivos intends to educate Middle Americans about their need for estate planning solutions while
making those solutions accessible for every family. Planning should not be about how much families
want to spend, but rather about what they need to protect themselves, their assets, and their legacies.
Many Americans erroneously assume that such personalized planning is only effective for the wealthy
and is not worth even considering if you ma
make a modest income. We aim to change that.
that
Inter Vivos, PLLC is a hybrid company similar in many ways to branded attorney networks, franchises,
brokerages, and business cooperatives, yet distinct from each of them. The easiest way to describe the
company is as an entrepreneurial, collaborative virtual law firm- meaning that each attorney in the firm
is given tools and systems needed to effectively practice law for themselves, while belonging to a larger
law firm brand which provides a strong reputation, ma
marketing support and client office presence.
presence By
joining forces each member of the firm benefits from pooled resources, combined buying power, and
synergistic marketing efforts. This allows the firm to keep overhead low, prices competitive, and
expansion rapid.
Inter Vivos will be the single largest and most widely recognized estate planning firm in North America in
a few years and set a new respectable standard for estate planning practitioners to measure up to while
pushing back against the many ways
ys estat
estate
e planning is being done poorly by other actors in the industry.

Mission Statement
To provide every family with access to quality estate planning that they can afford specific to their
needs.

Motto/Core Values
Inter Vivos is a Latin term meaning “among tthe
he living” or “while alive.” Far too many Americans
postpone planning during their lifetime only to find that they never got around to it while alive.
alive
Inter Vivos believes in:




Providing the highest quality of plans available at a reasonable cost;
Maintaining
ing long term meaning
meaningful relationships with clients;
Working hand in hand with other professionals to provide a comprehensive planning experience
which addresses a client’s holistic financial and legal situation;
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Maintaining the integrity of legal practice within estate planning by providing ethical and
affordable representation without condoning alternative solut
solutions
ions within the industry which
could otherwise constitute th
the unauthorized practice of law;
Providing specialized representation rather than wand
wandering
ering into many separate areas of legal
practice;
Providing adequate planning for any given client situation by providing affordable payment
options without compromising the cost of those options;
Providing a platform for the dignified practice of law and a prosperous lifestyle to professionals
working within the industry.

Organizational Structure
Inter Vivos is a professional limited liability company structured in a cooperative format so as to allow
part ownership by members attorneys who in essence act as limited partners of the firm. Members will
have voting power to assist in directing the overall management and direction of the firm on a regular
basis, while the day to day management of the firm will be handled by a manager and a managing board
chosen by majority vote of the firm’s ownership and an advisory council consisting of 2 professionals
from referring industries, 2 established business professionals, and 2 established attorneys from within
the industry. Together members of the firm will work to build equity in their own practices while
building the overall firm brand.
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OUR MANAGEMENT TEAM
The current manager of Inter Vivos, PLLC and sole general partner is J. Glen Wagstaff, Esq. Pursuant to
firm expansion and growth the manager/ CEO of the fi
firm
rm may elect to appoint executives chosen from
the firm membership to assist with the day to day operations of the firm. This executive board will
ultimately consist of managers in charge of overseeing operations, recruitment, marketing, personnel,
finances,
s, and legal matters for the firm, according to the organizational chart
chart.

Manager/ CEO
J. Glen Wagstaff
Wagstaff- After working in the financial and estate planning industry for over
3 years, Glen Wagstaff graduated from the J. Reuben Clark Law School in 2013 and
an
was accepted to the Utah Bar. Glen’s experience in the financial industry has given
him a unique perspective on law practice marketing and a valuable insight into
working with advisor referral sources. As the firm’s principal founder and driving
force, Glen
len has developed a vision for Inter Vivos over two and a half years of
brainstorming and practicing within a boutique estate planning firm in Salt Lake City.
When it became apparent that the firm was not ready to implement the strategies
and model that it had been developing over the previous two years, Glen decided to make his vision a
reality by starting a separate practice. Inter Vivos is the result of his ongoing planning and commitment
to developing the single most recognized brand in the estate plann
planning
ing industry and making proper
planning accessible to every family, no matter their circumstances.

Board of Advisors
Michael Babikian
Babikian- Michael Babikian has spent years in executive level positions
within the insurance and investment industry, includin
includingg a time as President and CEO
of Transamerica Brokerage. He received his law degree from the McGeorge School
of Law and went on to study an LLM in Taxation at the University of San Diego and
an MBA at the University of Southern California. Michael currently
currentl serves on a
number of boards and foundations and focuses the majority of his efforts as
President and CEO of LegacyShield
LegacyShield,, a company dedicated to providing legacy
planning options and accessibility to financial professionals and their clients. His insights and
connections have proven invaluable to Inter Vivos, PLLC in approaching the nationwide expansion that
the firm is currently undertaking.
J. Bruce Reading- Bruce Reading was admitted to the Utah Bar in 1973 after a career in
construction and general contracting. He is the founding partner of the Salt Lake firm,
Scalley, Reading, Rasmusson, & Bates which boasts over 16 attorneys and some of the
largest corporate clients in Utah. He has handled cases in virtually every area of law and
is now semi-retire
retired
d dedicating the majority of his time to mentorship and firm
administration. Bruce’s experience in building a strong, reputable law firm from nothing
into what it is today gives him the unique wisdom to help guide a growing and expansive
practice, such as what Inter Vivos hopes to one day become.
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Gary Adam Davis- As a financial professional, Adam Davis has helped hundreds of
families work towards their financial goals and objectives over his eight years as an
advisor. Adam leads a growing brokerage team of over fifty agents in Utah which is
rapidly expanding to other states. His attention to detail and leadership skills have helped
him develop a strong office culture and effective systems to train and mentor his
expanding team. While never directly involved in the estate planning industry, Adam
brings a powerful insight into how to incentivize and motivate financial professionals to
collaborate with estate planners, like Inter Vivos’ members; as well as a direct link to one of the largest
financial broker-dealers
alers in the nation.
Scot Hymas- With a background in the financial industry, Scot Hymas spent around 30
years trying to perfect a group legal plan estate planning service. At its peak Scot’s
company, of which he was the plan administrator and CEO, sold o
over
ver 16,000 trust plans
a year. The company is still in operation mainly servicing existing client plans; however
Scot has shifted his focus to developing a powerful maintenance solution for
professionals to assist clients with their estate planning needs. His new venture Estate
Planning Guru will be launched late in 2014 and promises to be a powerful referral partner to Inter Vivos
for advanced planning solutions not handled by the platform. It will also offer another outlet for
marketing estate plans on a massive scale to benefits providers and employer groups.
Cory Williams- As a licensed loan officer, Cory Williams spent years developing a
successful technology platform for the mortgage industry which he continues to use
at his mortgage firm, Springwate
Springwaterr Capital, where he is President and CEO. After
witnessing how a reverse mortgage strategy could change his parents’ retirement
future, he studied the field extensively and became one of only a few dozen Certified
Reverse Mortgage Specialists in the United States. Since receiving the CRMP
designation, Cory co
co-founded ReverseAdvisor, a resource for financial professionals
and their clients to assist and provide seniors with information for their specific needs and provide
transparency to the planning proces
process. Inter Vivos contributes to the growing community of information
developed and maintained by ReverseAdvisor. In doing so, Cory continues to assist the firm in fulfilling
its mission of helping families and seniors have access to proper planning and comp
competent
etent information.
Gary Welch- Business coaching and marketing is Gary Welch’s
’s focus as owner of an
a
executive level coaching and marketing company, Welch S&P
S&P.. After over 20 years of
sales and marketing experience in a variety of industries and at multiple levels, Gary
now specializes in helping businesses accomplish their growth objectives.
objectives Gary joined
Inter Vivos at the beginning of 2017. A
Ass marketing director of the firm he has
developed many of the training and marketing processes used by the firm and its
it
attorneys.. Gary’s experience and insights help the firm develop the brand, presence,
and infrastructure
tructure it needs as it expands nationally and internationally.
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OUR PRODUCTS & SERVICES
Consultations
The most value a client receives from meeting with aan
n experienced attorney is often in the first
half hour of consultation with them. While many estate planners offer free consultations, this
incentivizes shopping around for the best price or the attorney avoids giving away too much
information during a consultation.
sultation. Inter Vivos PLLC, plans on charging a consultation fee in
return for a productive and informative consultation experience. Any fee for consultation can
be credited to a client’s overall plan when the client chooses to engage the firm for services.
service
Attorneys at the firm may choose to waive the fee if a client comes to them as a referral from a
trusted referral source. In addition, the firm plans to offer free group consultations on a regular
basis. Otherwise, the following table reflects the firm’
firm’s fee structure.
Title:
General Consultation

Estate Plan Review
Simple Client Letter
Assorted Hourly Billing

Description:
Price/ Fee:
Client consultation usually lasting between 30 min to 1 hour,
$200
and advice letter addressing client’s needs and engagement
options.
Review of client’s existing estate plan including an opinion
$200
letter advising client as to their needs and options.
Consultation and drafting/ review of a simple client letter
$200
related to the client’s estate or financial planning situation
Any non
non-flat fee work performed will be billed at each
$300
attorney’s chosen billing rate. The base rate for the firm is
reflected here.

Stand Alone
lone Basic Document Set
Sets
These packages address a specific client need and may be offered as a standalone set to supplement an
existing estate plan or as an add-on
on to a client’s full estate plan.
Title:
Life Plan Document Set

Description:
Price/ Fee:
Set of documents addressing incapacity including Powers of
$300
Attorney, Healthcare Directives, an
and
d HIPAA Authorizations

Transfer Plan Document Set

Set of documents addressing a client’s need for funding of an
entity includes changing title for up to 6 assets,
Set of documents addressing the care and protection o
off
minor children includes guardian designations, care plan, and
POA
Set of documents addressing a specific need for niche
planning,
ning, generally as an add
add- on to a regular complete estate
plan

Family Plan Document Set

Niche Plan Document Set
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$300
$300

$300

Basic Estate Planning
The firm’s intention for every client is to give them a personalized plan for their situation, which is likely
to address a client’s most important needs at the most affordable price. The firm will not offer a lower
cost planning option to a client whose situa
situation
tion requires a more complete solution. The following are
guidelines for what a client can expect from product packages.
Title:
Probate Avoidance Plan

Will Based Estate Plan

Trust Based Estate Plan

Comprehensive Estate
Plan

Description:
Price/ Fee:
Planning session and assistance with documents needed for a
$600
client to arrange their estate to avoid probate without a will or
a new trust; may include document sets described above.
Includes wills and supporting documents. Recommended only $600for clients who do not have children and/ or are not
1200
homeowners.
Includes trust and supporting documents. Recommended only $1000for clients with a simple situation, low net worth, or without
2000
the need for funding assistance.
Includes trust and support
supporting documents. Personalized
$2000provisions addressing extra needs/ documents, initial funding
3000
of trust plan, tiered pricing is based on how complex the plan
becomes.

Specialty
ecialty Estate Planning
Higher end or specific trust planning strategies gener
generally
ally require the creation of additional entities.
These may become standalone plans or add
add-ons
ons to a complete estate plan. The majority of specialty
options are irrevocable trusts which address particular client needs requiring a new, separate trust or
entity
ty not includable in a comprehensive revocable living trust plan. If a client chooses a specialty plan
option as an add-on
on to a comprehensive plan, a discount of up to $500 may be credited toward their
overall fees.

Title:
International Estate
Planning

Description:
Price/ Fee:
Comprehensive estate plan in multiple jurisdictions. Includes
$3000initial funding for each plan and coordination of plans.
6000+

Asset Protection Planning

Standalone asset protection trusts as a separate part of
overall estate plan. Domestic, foreign, or offshore options.
Charitable Trust Planning
Standalone charitable trust options including CRT, CLT
strategies, may or may not include ILIT
Gift and Estate Tax Planning Planning session and strategie
strategiess to minimize taxes includes
complex trust work if needed. GRTS, IDGTS, PRTS, etc.
Special Needs Planning
Standalone trust options or guardianship and trust flat fee
options. Used to plan and to retain special needs benefits
Complex Medicaid/ VA
Planning session and strategies to minimize spend down and
Planning
qualify for benefits. May include standalone trust or crisis
plan.
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$300010,000+
$30006000+
$300012,000+
$30006000+
$300012,000+

Complex Legacy Planning

Complex planning or standalone dynasty trust planning

Complex Digital Asset
Planning
Settlement Trust Planning
Business Succession
Planning

Standalone planning to preserve an extensive digital legacy or
to protect significant intellectual property assets
Creation of settlement trust to preserve government benefits
Planning and strategies to prepare for sale or transfer of a
closely held business, may include deferred sales trust, buy
sell agreements, negotiation sessions, IDGTS, etc.

$40008000+
$40008000+
$3000+
$6006000+

Niche Estate Planning
Niche Estate
tate plans are generally standalone plans addressing specific needs of a particular client
demographic. The prices reflected here are for standalone plans aside from the niche document sets,
although each may be integrated into a client’s comprehensive est
estate
ate plan if appropriate. If a client
chooses a niche plan option as an add
add-on
on to a comprehensive plan, a discount of up to $500 may be
credited toward their overall fees or the niche provisions may be added into the simple cost of the
comprehensive plan, whichever
hichever comes out better for the client.
Title:
Gun Trust Plans

Description:
Separate planning for large gun collections, NFA firearms,
avoiding a gun ban, and gun legacy planning

Immigrant Estate Plans

Separate planning for ri
risk
sk of deportation, tax liability, and
international assets for immigrant families
Separate planning for LGBT couples, partners, and/ or
marriages
Separate planning for Native Ameri
American
can families who may
have lived on tribal lands, or own tribal property
Separate planning for Newlyweds, Married Couples, or
engaged couples in order to plan for contingencies of divorce
or passing, may be separate, collaborative, or comprehensive
Separate planning for family pets, pet assets, and pet legacy
planning

LGBT Estate Plans
Native American Estate
Plans
Pre-nuptial/ Post-nuptial
Agreements
Pet Trust Plans

Price/ Fee:
$6002000+
$20006000+
$20006000+
$20006000+
$10004000+
$6002000+

Business Formations
Business formations are often an important part of a client’s overall estate planning strategy.
These prices reflect the standalone rate for these services, although they can all be integrated
into a client’s estate plan option if desired. A client may receive up to $500 discount on the
overall plan by adding an entity as part of a larger plan.
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Title:
LLC Formation

Description:
Price/ Fee:
Formation and registration of limited liability company along
$1000
with operating agreements and initial planning session.

Series LLC Formation

Formation and registration of a series limite
limited liability
company including operating agreements and initial planning
Formation and registration of an out of state limited liability
company including operating agreements and initial planning
Forma
Formation
tion and registration of subchapter S corporation
including operating agreements and initial planning
Formation and registration of low profit limited liability
company including operating agreements and initial planning
Formation and registration of family limited company
including operating agreements and initial planning session.
Formation and registration of not for profit corporation,
private foundation, or other non-profit entity

Foreign LLC Formation
S-Corp Formation
L3C Formation
Family Limited Company
Formation
Non-Profit Entity Formation

$1500+
$2000+
$1500+
$2000+
$3000+
$40006000+

Court Filings
Court representation by the firm will largely if not entirely be limited to filings in the probate court. Any
disputed actions will be limited to payment either by monthly flat rates or by hourly retainer.
ret
Flat fee
options will be available for non-contested
contested filings. Pricing for low end flat fee representation is equal to
amounts that will be required to begin work under a retainer arrangement.
Title:
Probate Estates

Description:
Filing and representation of a party to either a testate or
intestate estate. Contested and uncontested options.

Trust Administration

Guidance and/or representation in respect to administration
of an existing trust in a court proceeding
Filing and representation of petitioning party for a
guardianship and/or conservatorship. Contested and
uncontested options.
Representation of protected person in a guardianship/
conservator
conservatorship petition
Filing and completion of name change for an adult.
Filing and completion of QDRO under a limited
representation arrangement

Guardianship/
Conservatorships
Guardianship (Ward)
Name Change Petitiones
Qualified Domestic Relation
Orders
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Price/ Fee:
$20004000+
$6002000+
$20004000+
$6002000+
$2000+
$600+

OUR ROLE IN THE INDUSTRY
The Industry Landscape
Over the next few decades millions of Americans will raise children, buy homes, retire, receive long term
care, and/or pass away. Each and every one of those individuals would benefit from a proper and
personalized estate plan. Sadly les
lesss than 20% of them will actually have one. Over the same period,
trillions of dollars are expected to pass to the rising generations in the form of inheritances. Without
proper planning and/or representation much of that money will be lost to fees, taxes, and family
disputes. The simple reality is that not only is there a lack of interest in estate planning by those who
need it, but there are not enough professionals articulating the right message to those families.
families There is
a huge opportunity to convert more
re hard working Americans to establish
establishing an estate plan.
Today’s estate planning marketplace is plagued by conflicting messages that professionals are ripping off
the consumer and that services are overpriced. The legal industry has been forced to back-peddle
back
from
commanding control of the estate planning marketplace after waves of non
non-lawyer
lawyer service companies
invaded the industry providing cut rate services and demonizing the profession. In many ways the shift
in how these services will be provided in the future is only just beginning. Inter Vivos hopes to lead a
resurgence in attorney centered planning among middle class families by establishing strong brand
awareness, offering superior planning solutions, providing nationwide representation, and making
comprehensive
omprehensive planning affordable for everyone without cheapening it for anyone.

Goals and Objectives
As a firm Inter Vivos intends to become the recognized brand in quality estate planning nationwide
nation
and
to establish itself as an international
national law firm wit
with offices in all fifty states and each major continent.
continent
Inter Vivos intends to redefine the estate planning industry by carving out a new role for estate planning
practitioners in niche planning within a troubled industry. In order to do this, the firm will
wil establish
brand awareness through mass marketing efforts, social media, and establishing networks of
professional referral sources. By establishing a foothold in the industry through credibility, a regional
presence, and unique product offerings, we have become the preferred provider of estate planning
solutions to a national broker dealerswhose agents can funnel clients to members of the firm.
firm In order
to expand into a nationwide practice, Inter Vivos will provide quality support systems to solo and
beginning
nning estate planning practitioners who can develop compet
competitive
itive local practices within an overall
firm umbrella. By joining efforts, resources, and philosophies the firm as a whole will redefine the
practice of law within estate planning by creating a new competitive model for practitioners within the
industry.

Why choose to join us?
The Inter Vivos approach is to offer unique planning packages and affordable payment plans to clients
who would normally settle for a lower cost and generally inferior alterna
alternatives.. The firm plans to employ
proven marketing techniques and approaches never before marketed by significant players within the
industry to establish a reputation before the rest of the industry catches on. Through a combination of
affinity marketing, social
ocial media advertising, and strategic referral partnerships the firm hopes to
influence not only early adopters, but also other established professionals to further utilize and
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propagate marketing tools released by the firm to help educate and inform cons
consumer
umer groups on their
need for adequate planning.
Inter Vivos gives its members the marketing power, reputation management and operational resources
of a large nationwide firm but allows them to operate independently. Members still have their freedom
but can
n tap into a large number of resources that only come from a well
well-ran
ran firm focused on the overall
strategy and market position of the brand.
The efforts have already proven effective. As of 2017, Inter Vivos has developed a network of thousands
financial professionals
rofessionals across the country, many of which refer clients on a regular basis to the firm.
Inter Vivos has developed unique tools to make planning easy and affordable for simple situations as
well as an infrastructure and system of credible sources to em
empower
power its attorneys with the knowledge to
handle even the most advanced planning scenarios. In short, the reasons to join Inter Vivos are:
1- Enhanced Credibility for your practice
practice- as you work with specialists in over 24 areas of planning
to offer more comprehensive
ehensive services to your clients
2- Enhanced Reach- as you are empowered to represent clients in multiple states through in-house
in
co-counseling
counseling relationships
3- Enhanced Profitability- as you reduce your overhead through having access to firm resources
and focuss efforts more fully on what makes you profitable
4- Enhanced Leverage- both for marketing through multiple and extensive opportunities provided
through the firm as well as leveraged buying power that comes through working collaboratively
in a group with like-minded
minded professionals.

OUR MEMBERSHIP OPPORTUNIT
OPPORTUNITY
Inter Vivos is looking for attorneys to join the firm and share in its vision of helping people and giving
them the comfort and security of havi
having
ng effective estate planning personalized for their needs.

Membership Process
The firm hires all member attorneys as 1099 independent contractors. Any and all benefits offered by
the firm to the membership at large will be on an opt
opt-in
in basis. New firm members will be required to
submit to a list of requirements forr membership in the firm, including:



Authorizing the firm to perform a background check prior to their employment
Commit a share of all reven
revenues to the firm, initially 40% (during a one year pro
obationary period,
unless shortened by appro
oval of the executive board),, pursuant to the fee guidelines in the
Independent Contractor Attorney Agreement
Agreement. Out of the portion retained by the firm, 1010 20%
is paid to the managing attorney assigned to each associate, to ensure their assistance with
quality control, accountability, and assistance with each case. The remaining amount represents
a combination of membership
embership dues, supply costs, marketing fees, overhead costs,
administrative fees, and licensing fees
fees. Any profits are paid first to bonus pools accessible on a
firm-wide
wide level according to published requirements, then member dividends on a pro-rata
pro
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basis to all approved firm members. Once an attorney is approved as a specialist by the
executive board, through d
demonstrating independence and the ability to focus on a specialty
area within planning, the firm’s share of revenues decreases to 30%.
Complete and sign the firm’s Independent Contractor Attorney A
Agreement.
Agree to market no more
re than one additional practice area of focus beyond the practice areas
marketed by the firm during membership in the firm. Any cases taken by firm members in
additional practice areas will be taken on a case by case basis, but cannot be marketed as
additional
onal practice areas in order to preserve the strength of a marketing brand focused on
specific areas of the law.
Submit to a nondisclosure agreement included in the membership contract which has a
survivability clause beyond termination of the contract. TThe
he nondisclosure provisions essentially
protect trade secrets including niche planning and proprietary firm documents and templates,
intellectual property including marketing strategies, and firm referral lists, etc.
Submit to a non-solicitation
solicitation agreement included in the membership contract which has a
survivability clause for 6 months beyond termination of tthe
he contract. The non-solicitation
non
provisions essentially limit contact with any referral source acquired while witth the firm for any
member leaving the firm,, for duration of 6 months.

Once approved as a member of the firm, the attorney or firm will receive membership interest in the
firm complete with voting rights. The interest will be subject to a firm
firm-wide
wide buy sell agreement. Profits
P
will be distributed equally to a pool of members selected by the executive board and ratified by the
membership on an annual basis. A territory will also be assigned to the member upon approval.
approval

Compensation Structure
The firm hires all attorneys ass independent contractors. As independent contractors, each attorney
earns the totality of fees paid by a client subject to the firm’s portion pursuant to the firm’s employment
or membership agreement with
ith the aattorney. On any given case however, an attorn
ney can choose to
either: handle the case by themseelves, co-counsel with another member of the firrm, co-counsel for
purposes of review only, or hand offf the case to another member of the firm.
If however, the associate co-counsel
counsels with another attorney within the firm, generally 80% of revenues
would be divided equally between them, (i.e. 40% to each) unless some other arrangement is agreed
upon in writing between them and disclosed to the client
client,, the remaining 20% going to the firm.
fi
If an
attorney performs only part of the services paid for by the client, the fees paid will be divided
proportionally between the people who actually performed the services. For transactional estate
planning services, fees are divided equally between 5 phases of services: 20% for contracting a client
(i.e. marketing and consultation), 20% for proper completion of the intake and design meeting, 20% for
proper drafting of the documents, 20% for the signing/ delivery meeting, and 20% for funding of the
plan.
an. The general idea holds true for division of work among all flat fee services. Hence, a referring
attorney who merely contracts a client and refers them to the firm for the remaining services receives
20% as a referral fee for their services in relation to the client. 20% is also the standard split for
reviewing work on a case perform
med in another state with no additional involvem
ment. Any salaried
positions will be paid according to reasonable amounts set by the executive board and approved by
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members at the annual membership meeting. Bonuses and profit sharing schemes will be determined as
they become needed by the executive
utive board.

Benefits

Below are the current Membership Benefits available to all firm members as of 5/30/1
/30/17.
Benefits Available Now:
Firm Business Cards
Firm Letterhead
Firm Email
Firm Website
Brand Awareness
Member Blog Sites
Product Packages and Product Development
Advisor Network of Thousands of Advisors
Virtual Office Space
Practice Management Solutions
Coaching and Follow Up
Co-Counsel Arrangements
Outsourcing/ Back Office Options
In Office Printing/ Copying
Rates and Fee Charts
Phone System with Dedicated extension
Merchant Processing
A Strong Online Brand Including SEO

Multi-State
State Practice Opportunities
Supply Inventory
Client and Group Presentations
Marketing Materials Direct to Order
Infographics
Sponsorships/ Event Booths
Multiple Firm-wide
wide Drafting Systems
System
Access to Form Libraries
Access to Online Client Platform Solutions
Firm-wide Social Media Marketing
Multiple Social Media Outlets
Access to Firm Bonus Pools and Contests
C
Quality Control Systems
Co-authoring Opportunities
Access to Supplemental Health
th Insurance Options
Malpractice Insurance Coverage*
*Benefits Available Soon

Special Membership

The executive board may qualify any new member for special membership provided that it justifies the
reasons for doing so to the membership in writing and th
the
e membership ratifies the decision at the next
annual membership meeting. Essentially special membership allows a new attorney to jump ahead to
benefits as a full member of the firm, including the following advantages during the first year of
membership:
 No probationary status/ begin as approved members of the firm.
 Choice of available territories
 Inclusion in the then current profit sharing pool
 Preference for appointment to ex
executive
ecutive positions and general partnership status
 Preference for attributions and participation in firm publications
 Ability to exercise membership rights/ options immediately without awaiting approval at the
annual membership meeting.
 Options for greater participation
articipation in general firm planning, management, and activities.
 Preference for receiving referrals from internal client generation efforts and internal referrals.
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OUR POSITIONS
Referral Attorney:
Ideal Candidate: A licensed attorney in good standing, engaging in general practice or a separate
practice area on a solo basis or within a firm that does not handle Estate Planning/ Probate matters
Expectations:



To have a basic general understanding of estate planning solutions so as to identify client needs
need
and refer them to specialists within the firm
To recognize the limits of their own expertise within matters handled by the firm and refer any
and all matters outside of their own skill level to a knowledgeable attorney practicing within the
firm who can properly service the client’s need

Compensation: Generally, 20% of fees paid by client in return for performing the initial intake and
consultation with the client
Job Description: A referring attorney is one who is not expressly affiliated with the firm, but rather
chooses to establish an exclusive referral relationship with the firm for practice areas handled by the
firm. In this sense a referring attorney becomes more of a strategic referral partner than anything else.
As a referring attorney, the attorn
attorney
ey is paid on a case by case basis, has no access to membership
benefits provided by the firm and consents to standardized co
co-counsel
counsel arrangements within the firm for
all work performed by the firm. As a referring attorney, any clients handled by the firm are clients of the
firm member co-counseling
counseling with the referring attorney and the referring attorney cannot receive
referrals from internal client generation efforts. Recruiting of a referring attorney may be done by any
managing attorney.

Of Counsel Attorney:
Ideal Candidate: A licensed attorney with at least 5 years of specialized experience in practice areas
handled by the firm. If still practicing within a firm or otherwise, then authorized to co-counsel
co
and/or
affiliate themselves publicly with Inter V
Vivos as a firm.
Expectations:




To assist with questions, support, client matters within their area of expertise by members of
the firm
To adhere to the standard co
co-counseling rates set by the firm
To advise, give feedback to, and support the firm’s managem
management board
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Compensation: Generally, 20% of fees paid by client in return for performing the initial intake and
consultation with the client or 40% for work performed on a client matter pursuant to a co-counsel
co
arrangement with a member attorney
Job Description: An Of Counsel Attorney is one with experience in the industry who wishes to affiliate
himself with the firm on less than a full time basis. Of counsel attorneys are available to co-counsel
co
on
cases with firm members and have access to benefits of memb
membership
ership in the firm without actually holding
any membership interests or voting rights. An Of Counsel Attorney divides revenues with the firm only
for work performed through the firm and is not bound by the same non
non-competition
competition agreement that
members are. Hiring
iring of Of Counsel Attorneys may be done by a member of the executive board.
board

Associate Attorney:
Ideal Candidate: A licensed attorney in good standing, interested in establishing either a virtual practice
or a part time practice specializing in practice areas handled by the firm, while lowering their overhead
and benefiting from a larger firm backing and resources.
Compensation: Generally, 60% of fees collected from client for worked performed, if under
probationary status. If a specialist attorney then generallyy 70% of fees collected from client for work
performed.
Expectations:





To follow firm procedures and uphold standards of professionalism in their practice
To protect and foster good relationships both with referral sources and between referral
sources and their clients
To put client’s needs and concerns above monetary gain and maintain an ethical practice
To put success of the firm above individual profit/ successes

Job Description: An associate attorney is either hired by the firm as a whole by a member of the firm.
Associate attorneys may become full members of the firm provided that they meet the requirements set
forth in the membership process section above
above.. As a member of the firm the attorney may have access
to any and all benefits of the firm including participation in firm marketing efforts and internal client
generation. Any clients engaged by a member attorney are their clients and any referral relationships
established by the member attorney are theirs as well. Therefore associates are expected to engage
e
in
regular marketing efforts to find and service new clients in addition to receiving work from the firm.
They are also encouraged to provide pro bono representation as needed and to promote the firm brand
and culture both in and out of the office. A
Any
ny benefits and responsibilities of associates hired by
member attorneys for their own practices may be altered or changed by the member attorney subject
to the limitations included in any agreements between the member and the firm
firm.
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Managing Attorney:
Ideal Candidate: A partner or managing attorney from a small to mid
mid- sized practice with experience in
practice
ctice areas handled by the firm interested in owning and managing an independent office under the
firm’s brand/ umbrella
Compensation: Generally, 70%
0% of fees collected from client for worked performed, subject to costs of
running their own office, as wellll as a management fee collected by attorneys assigned to them
(generally 10-20%
% for each member attorney)
Expectations:









To manage an independent office conforming to firm systems and procedures
To share insights, forms, experti
expertise,
se, and etc. with other members of the firm as requested
To preserve the brand and integrity of the Firm as a whole
To ensure that attorneys working out of their office protect and foster good relationships both
with referral sources and between referral ssources and their clients
To ensure that attorneys working out of their office put client’s needs and concerns above
monetary gain and maintain an ethical practice
To put success of the firm above personal gain/ profits
To ensure that attorneys working out of their office adhere to high standards of professionalism
To represent their office at all times as a member of the firm under firm branding

Job Description: A managing attorney is also a limited partner of the firm. Managing attorneys run their
own office
ce location as part of the firm and are expected to manage their offices in conformity to systems
and standards set out by the firm. A managing attorney may build equity in their office and may receive
profits generated from the office pursuant to the arra
arrangement
ngement they have with attorneys within the
office. A managing attorney may also become a general partner of the firm by nomination of a general
partner, unanimous consent of general partners, and ratification by the firm membership at the annual
membership meeting.
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Thank you for your interest in working with us!
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